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The term â€œmuscle carsâ€• is used to refer not to gym buff vehicles, but rather to the batch of classic mid-
sized wheels packed with large and powerful engines and a special trim that made them perfect for
maximum acceleration on the street. Because of that, these also became the stars of drag racing
competitions. Although they were not tailored as sports vehicles, which are smaller yet faster, they
possess a distinct character on the road.

Muscle cars were produced by American mobile manufacturing companies during the 1960s and
70s, a period dubbed as â€œthe Muscle Car Era.â€• These wheels were designed small and light, but with
relatively large and powerful engines. Their size, weight, and high-displacement V-8 engines
allowed them to go on a tremendous straight-line speed on the road. Matched with intimidating
exterior looks, these vehicles also earned the title â€œsupercars.â€•

There were many types of muscle cars that emerged in the market. Because they were a hit, other
car manufacturing companies also started producing these speed machines. However, only a few
makes and models made the genuine cut.

The vehicle types that qualified as muscle cars were the ones that lived up to the main purpose of
these automobiles. That is, to provide maximum straight line speed at competitive prices for the
masses. As Europe was busy creating expensive sports vehicles, American car manufacturing
companies were already pleasing the public with their comparable muscle wheels.

With that, muscle cars were said to have a distinct impact to American culture as well. They
somehow represented the beginning of American car companiesâ€™ market dominance, and even the
advent of world-class racing competitions. Hence, the classic muscle cars for sale in Indianapolis
car dealerships hold a distinct cultural significance.

These Indianapolis cars for sale include the Chevy Corvette Convertibles, Ford Convertibles,
Oldsmobile Cutlasses, and even some Plymouths and Pontiacs. These are in good running
condition and available at affordable prices. Most importantly, they hold more importance today
since Indy is known as the Racing Capital of the World, as well as the home to the largest racing
arena that just celebrated its centennial year.

These classic Indianapolis cars are set to conquer the city again as racing continues to be a popular
sport. In fact, the racing arenaâ€”Indianapolis Motor Speedwayâ€”has been considered as the epicenter of
motorsports history, and the muscle cars that once started American mobile dominance and drag
racing play a big part in its popularity. For more interesting facts about muscle cars, visit
anythingaboutcars.com/1960s-muscle-cars.html.
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